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This is the year of Covid 19 cancellation of a normally in-person THIV 
Annual Meeting.  This landscape annual report will be available to all THIV 
residents on our website.  I am writing this report as if I were speaking to you at a 
normal gathering. 

I start with gratitude and thank you to many THIV residents and Felix 
Landscaping crews who have extended themselves and their talents to clean up, 
clear out and continue the never-ending process of keeping THIV common 
ground and private property areas looking beautiful, natural and a welcoming 
home to us all.   As I have said the last two years, I have THE BEST committee, 
ever:  Tom Gordon, Barb Gallagher, Lynne Behrens, Bill Helfmann and our new 
member, Kathy Hanson.   

Sadly, we had three resignations this year.   Jane Martin, our long-term, 
steadfast, stable leader and BOD member thought that being head of the 
landscape committee and on the BOD “forever” was long enough (considerable 
disagreement with her on that point, but to no avail) .   In the fall we lost Bob 
Cooke who, also, had been on the landscape committee “forever.”  We so do miss 
his humor and interjections of guidance around specific thinking to keep us on 
track!  We also lost Kathy Jeffcoat last spring due to a move out of THIV.  Our 
offer is always out to anyone who would like to join the landscape committee.  We 
generally meet on the last Monday of each month at 10:00.   We have had all our 
meetings on ZOOM since last March, except for one we were able to hold in 
Manny’s Park in October. 

Just a few more thank yous …… to Bill Helfmann for his incredible 
dedication and work done at Manny’s Park.  The Park is truly a “work-in-
progress” and Bill has certainly taken the lead in that area.  Thank you so much!  
Thanks to new residents (early, 2020) Kathy and Keith Hanson for their paint job 
on the ramada at Manny’s Park and continuing care on the landscape committee.  
More thanks, also, to new residents Jenni and Larry Zielke who sweep the steps 
of the Garden Path monthly and who pounded down some of the rough spots that 
were trip hazards on that pathway around the curve on Del Monte.  Then, there 
are thanks to be given to the anonymous residents and their anonymous super 
leader who have after 4 years of labor cleared a beautiful, natural, safe walking 
path on the south side of our South Arroyo from its Del Monte west end ALL the 
way down to its Del Monte east end — nearly a one-half mile hike.  Thanks is just 
not adequate!  Just one more .  .  .  a group of neighbors on the top end of Del 
Poso and around the Del Poso Arroyo got together and cleaned up a huge mess 



of sawed tree branches and the brush around them and then continued on to 
clear out more brush and dead agaves a gift to all of us who appreciate walking in 
those areas.  Much thanks to you all !!!!!! 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Now, the real THIV Landscape Annual Report 

Due entirely to the NON-SOON that we experienced in Green Valley last summer 
and the excessive heat which tended to keep growth at a minimum, we were 
informed in early December that we had a considerable amount of money left in 
our budget.  Wisely, I believe we decided to accomplish several landscape needs 
right then, before the end of January, so we did not have to stretch them out over 
the next 2 or 3 years inside of a regular budget.   

Projects we were able to tackle were a clearing out and cleaning up of the huge 
common ground area behind Paseo Del Mundo — many years ignored — and 
shoring up the attending hillside going down to Del Monte with rip rap.  Also, we 
re-graveled the Garden Path, put in new railroad tie steps and will soon have 
installed a railing on one side of the steps.  There were several mistletoe and tree 
thinning issues that needed to be tackled.  Those were completed even before 
January.   

With our extra monies we were able to arrange to begin the development of a 
small park, trail and sitting area in the flatland part of the arroyo between 
Bondadoso and Del Poso.  This came out of an idea we were challenged with a 
couple of years ago.  Kathy Hanson (on the landscape committee) has already 
begun to lay out paths into the park area and now we have 2 benches for walkers
—thanks to Kathy Hanson and Bonnie and Clark Fitzpatrick.  This quiet area, like 
Manny’s Park is a “work in progress.”  Any resident ideas or involvement is totally 
welcomed.  We have a bunch of replanting to do here !  Great beginning, though 
and once the NEW Del Poso is completed in May or June it will all be even more 
inspiring.   

Another common ground landscaping project is in the south end cap of the Los 
Rubies Circle.  The area is next to the new house built at 661 Los Rubies.  One of 
that neighborhood’s residents has volunteered to pay for the whole project of 
beautification and native plantings.  Many thanks to this special resident!  Watch 
for growth and development here, also.   

We have offered Felix Landscaping a two year contract for weekly (Fridays) 
maintenance and landscape management at $30,000; twice monthly dump runs 
(2nd and 4th Mondays) for excess common ground yard waste that we residents 



generate at $170/trip (42 trips allotted); 3 extra full days special project work at 
$625 per day.   

For the last full 3 years since February 1, 2018, our landscape crews have spent a 
considerable amount of their Fridays and extra days on deep cleaning up and 
clearing out of dead, dying plants and branches.  We are now at a new beginning 
and intend to spend most Fridays doing requests (pack rats, etc.) and regular 
maintenance roadway by roadway all year long.    

The current major landscape issue concerns our fabulous century agave.  Many 
of our century agave (37, actually) sprouted their stalks and flowers in the spring 
of 2019 after the glorious rain in 2018 and the two grand snowfalls of that winter, 
and then, expectedly, have died.  Not all of that “death” has been removed as yet 
and that will be a large part of weekly, roadway by roadway maintenance this 
year.  

BUT, OF COURSE, there is more .  .  .  now this marvelous plant is being attacked 
by an unconscionable evil, the agave snout weevil.    Please read carefully the 
landscape update in your current THIV Newsletter.   Our “friends” are in trouble 
and need our assistance.  Removal of those attacked and watering of those still 
OK is our only hope.   

Thank you all, again, for your compliance, understanding and patience in all of 
our landscape issues.  Thirty-three acres is a lot to take care of and all of your 
assistance is greatly acknowledged and appreciated. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Marilyn Kern, Chr. 



 


